GRECOTEL CASA MARRON
A brand-new hotel for the ultimate boho holiday

Grecotel strengthens and upgrades its hotel portfolio with the brand-new Casa Marron in
the Peloponnese, welcoming the first visitors for summer 2019 from the end of May.
Grecotel Group, the largest luxury hotel chain in Greece, has implemented a business
plan which includes the radical renovation and expansion of 5 luxury hotel complexes,
totaling 42 million euro.
The dazzling Grecotel Casa Marron, (formerly Lakopetra Beach), has transformed into
the ultimate destination for its distinguished guests, offering a luxurious all-inclusive
product, changing the game for summer holidays.
"We have invested in creating a special resort in one of the most enchanting places and
favourite destinations throughout the Peloponnese," said Mr. Vasilis Minadakis,
Grecotel’s General Manager. "The radical renovation of the well-known Lakopetra Beach,
brings together bohemian ambience and magical scenery.”

Design

Grecotel's renovated "third generation" hotel complex, combines modernity with the
classic Mediterranean style, and takes inspiration from local architecture, both traditional
and contemporary with exquisite exotic embellishment. The design displays the high
aesthetics of the complex, whilst highlighting the beauty of Greek nature. Casa Marron
borrows its name from the colour of the fertile Peloponnesian land contrasted against the
blue waters of the Ionian Sea.
On the golden beach of Lakopetra, in an area of 80,000 sq.m, set against a unique
landscape surrounded by exotic palm trees, olive trees and colourful gardens complete
with impressive swimming pools, Casa Marron is upgraded to a top tier choice for your
summer holiday, harmoniously combining safety and freedom for the whole family.
The 172 bright, sunny rooms of the main building and the 92 spacious bungalows with
two bedrooms, terraces and private gardens with outdoor shower allow Grecotel guests
to connect with nature and take in unobstructed views of the vibrant gardens. Here,
indoors becomes one with the outdoors, creating a distinct zen aura.

A gastronomic adventure

Grecotel has distinguished itself through the unique choices the hotel's dining venues
offer. Since the 1980s, Grecotel has innovatively incorporated the local flavours and
produce of the regions in which the properties are based, into the menus of its restaurants.
The culinary choices and impeccable presentation in the 13 restaurants and bars of Casa
Marron included in all the all-inclusive packages surprise even those with the most
eclectic palates - and the bohemian atmosphere makes for an unpretentious yet luxury
experience.
At Casa Marron you’ll find an impressive barbeque restaurant and countless delights from
the world's cuisines. At Plaza Marron, a la carte restaurants and bars on the waves offer
comforting home food and sweet temptations throughout the day, while you can expect
handmade pies, puff pastries and croissants from the traditional wood oven.
To top it all off, a magical atmosphere is created with live music, shows and dancing,
promising moments of fun for the whole family, while brand new swimming pools in
beautiful gardens enthuse and promise serene moments of relaxation.
Building on its thriving business base of almost 50 years, Grecotel starts a "hotel
revolution," conquering the heart of both Greek and international visitors who want to
enjoy the ultimate boho family holiday.

For more information, visit https://casamarron.grecotel.com/

